WELCOME TO THE
2014-15 FTC SEASON KICK-OFF
 10:00am

Workshops

 Auditorium: “Mechanical Design” by Bob Howard
 Cafeteria: “FTC Awards and How to Win Them” by John Coffeen

 10:40am

Workshops

 Auditorium: “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to FTC Fundraising: Don’t Panic!
by Arun Khtri”
 Cafeteria: “Lessons Learned in a Rookie Season” by Jennifer Canady

 11:20am

Workshops

 Auditorium: “Know Yourself, Know Your Opponent: Sun Tzu and the
Art of FTC Strategy and Scouting” by Paul Bresnan
 Cafeteria: “Why do Robots Stop Operating on the Competition Field”
by Hans Wolf

 Noon
 1:30pm
 2:00pm

Game Revel in the Auditorium
Game and Season Q&A Session
Kick-of f Ends

You
Are
Here

Auditorium

Gym

Concessions
&
Lunch

STOPPING ROBOT FAILURES
Why do Robots
Fail o n the
Competition
F ield

AGENDA
 FTC Frustration: Working on your robot for 10 weeks and then
your robot stops moving 30 seconds into your first match.
 What can you do to help reduce these failures:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lost Wifi connection to the Field Control System (FCS)
Power problems
NXT Lock-ups
Motor Controller
Lock-ups

My goal is to help you
avoiding these reactions

WIFI CONNECTION PROBLEMS
1. Sa mantha
Power Loss
2. Wifi Signal
Inter ference

LOST WIFI CONNECTION WITH FCS
 PROBLEM:
 Primary reason for robot failure is lost Wifi connection to FCS due to
short-term power drop to the Samantha Model
 The white Tamiya connector on the battery
and switch is the main reason for the power
drops
 The female side of the connection becomes
wider.
 Physical contact on the
field causes power
drops

Hint:
Do not underestimate the
forces your robot will be
exposed to on the
competition field.

Tamiya
Connector

LOST WIFI CONNECTION WITH FCS
 SOLUTION:
 Replace Tamiya connector on battery, switch, & charger
 Recommend using Anderson PowerPole connectors
 There are other solutions but most teams in Florida use Anderson PowerPole
connectors

 Consider using a power distribution module

LOST WIFI CONNECTION WITH FCS
 PROBLEM:
 Wifi signal interference causes dropped connections or slow response
to controller commands
 Too many devices sending signals at the same frequency and/or channel

 SOLUTIONS:
 FTA will try to configure FCS router on an empty channel
 Turn off your cell phone hot spot feature when at a tournament
 Make sure all of your team members turn off their hot spot feature

 Absolutely no team routers at tournaments
 Mount your Samantha module high on your robot

POWER PROBLEMS
1. Poor Wiring
2. Low B attery
3. Switch &
B atter y
Location

POWER PROBLEMS
 PROBLEM:
 Daisy chained wires into motor and server controllers are not secure.

Hint:
Do not under estimate the
forces your robot will be
exposed to on the
competition field.

Bad connection
-- Wire exposed
-- Wire frayed

Good connection
-- No wire exposed

POWER PROBLEMS
 SOLUTION:
 Tin the end of all power and motor wires going in to the motor and
serve controllers

Tinning : Add a small amount of
solder to the exposed end of the wire
 Pull hard on the wires to test the connections are secure
 Use a power distribution module

Samantha

Battery
Motor Controller

POWER PROBLEMS
 PROBLEM:
 Low Tetrix or NXT batteries can cause dropped Wifi connection and
unresponsive robot
 Motor strain on the competition field will sometimes cause significant
voltage drops
 Heavier robots place more strain on the motors/batteries
 Robots that use many motors at the same time will cause a bigger voltage
drop

 SOLUTION:
 Teams should have two Tetrix and NXT batteries
 Alternate batteries every 2-3 matches
 Assign a team member to manage your batteries
 Always have one of your batteries on the charge in the pit

 Make sure you charge your batteries the day before the tournament
 Label your battery with your team number and the date the battery was
purchased

POWER PROBLEMS
 PROBLEM:
 Tetrix switch is turned off
by another robot.
 Battery comes loose or
falls off robot

Battery should
be strapped
down

 SOLUTION:
 Mount your Tetrix switch in
robot interior
 Mount battery that is in an
accessible location but will
not be dislodged

Switch is
exposed to
other robots

NXT LOCK-UPS
1. Static
2. Programming

NXT LOCK-UPS
 PROBLEM:
 NXT stops responding to commands
 NXT does not respond to buttons

 ROOT CAUSE:
 Unfortunately, we are not 100% sure what is causing the NXT lockups
 However, it appears that electro-static discharge (ESD) is the primary
reason for NXT lock-ups
 FIRST has now published a white paper outlining testing that has
been done and several recommendations:
 “Guide to Addressing NXT Lockups in Competitions”

 Could be multiple issues causing the NXT lock-ups

NXT LOCK-UPS
 SOLUTION OPTIONS:
1. Protect the NXT from a static discharge
 Place a ferrite choke on the USB cable -- You can purchase snap-on ferrite
choke at Radio Shack
 Use a short USB cable and isolate the cable.

Lego NXT cable
This is not allowed
according to a post
on the FTC Forum

USB cable

NXT LOCK-UPS
 SOLUTION OPTIONS:
2. Remove references to unused sensor (including encoders)


Reducing Rapid Discharge – insulate the exterior of the robot that comes
in contact with other robots and field elements.

NXT LOCK-UPS
 SOLUTION OPTIONS:
2. Remove references to unused sensor (including encoders)


Reducing Rapid Discharge – insulate the exterior of the robot that comes
in contact with other robots and field elements.

3. Remove references to unused sensor (including encoders)


Delete #pragma statements that reference sensor that are no longer
used

#pragma config(Hubs, S1, HTMotor, none,
#pragma config(Sensor, S1,

,

none,

none)

sensorI2CMuxController)

Delete IR sensor
if you have
removed it from
the robot

#pragma config(Sensor, S3, irseek, sensorHiTechnicIRSeeker600)
#pragma config(Motor, mtr_S1_C1_1,

left,

tmotorTetrix, openLoop)

#pragma config(Motor, mtr_S1_C1_2,

right,

tmotorTetrix, openLoop, reversed)

MOTOR CONTROLLER LOCK-UPS
1. Static
2. Programming

MOTOR CONTROLLER LOCK-UPS
 PROBLEM:
 Motors not working – Motor controller stops responding to commands
from the NXT.
 Appears to happen most frequently between the autonomous and
telecop periods.
 FTA can reboot your robot to correct a motor controller lock-up but they
need to be able to easily see your NXT screen to detect the problem.

 ROOT CAUSE:
 Unfortunately, we are not exactly sure what is causing the motor
controller lock-ups
 However, I believe that dirt and dust in the cable connection of the
motor controller or damaged wires is causing the lock-ups.

MOTOR CONTROLLER LOCK-UPS
 SOLUTION OPTIONS:
1. Clean out the control wire connections to the motor controller and
reset the wires before every tournament.
 Use canned air or blow out the dust from within the connector.

2. Protect the motor controller from a electro-static discharge




Do not mount motor controller on metal
Place non-slip pad material between motor controller and mounting
location
Mount motor controllers on material that will not conduct electricity


1/8 inch plywood is the most reliable option

MOTOR CONTROLLER LOCK-UPS
 SOLUTION OPTIONS:
3. Programming problems: Remove references to unused sensor
(including encoders)



Delete #pragma statements that reference sensor that are no longer
used
Validate your Encoder configuration in RobotC


If you do are not using Encoders; make sure you have not selected the Encoder checkbox in
RobotC

HAVE A GREAT FTC SEASON
I hope to see many of these reactions

